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TRAVEL APP BOOKS TRIPS BASED ON PHOTOS
TRAVEL & TOURISM

A new travel app uses image recognition to book a holiday based on a
photo.
At Springwise, we have covered a number of uses for image recognition. These have included apps
that allows users of sign language to communicate with Alexa and a system that tags images in real
estate listings. A new app, developed by budget airline easyJet, now lets users book ﬂights using
just a photo. Users are even able to do this if they don’t know the destination. The Look&Book app
uses image recognition technology to identify locations in photos and Instagram feeds. The app
matches the location to more than 1000 European destinations. It then automatically ﬁlls out an
easyJet booking form with the ﬂight details to that destination.
The app was developed in partnership with mobile tech company Travelport Digital and creative
agency VCCP. It takes advantage of the growing popularity of visual search, a market worth up to
60 million USD a year. According to a study by AI search company ViSenze, more than 60 percent of
Gen Z and millennial consumers are looking for greater visual search capability, meaning the use of
image-based searches will continue to grow.
According to Cormac Reilly, Chief Customer Oﬃcer at Travelport Digital, “Visual search is what
customers want, and the Look&Book feature oﬀ ers yet another innovative way to easily research
and book ﬂights.” For now, the Look&Book app works best with Instagram photos. Users can search
by hashtag or location, using photos to determine how ‘Instagrammable’ a place is before booking.
This has become a popular way to choose holiday destinations by travellers aged 18-33. The app is
currently available for download on iOS and Android.
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Takeaway:
In developing the Look&Book app, easyJet has bridged the gap between Instagram and the
booking transaction – giving the travel company a jump on the competition. The more so
because the app is currently limited to European destinations served by easyJet. However, the
app also helps easyJet to target the millennial and Gen Z market. Will other airlines and travel
companies follow suit?

